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ABSTRACT
Vendors who wish to provide software or services to large corpo-
rations and governments must often obtain numerous certificates
of compliance. Each certificate asserts that the software satisfies a
compliance regime, like SOC or the PCI DSS, to protect the privacy
and security of sensitive data. The industry standard for obtaining
a compliance certificate is an auditor manually auditing source
code. This approach is expensive, error-prone, partial, and prone
to regressions.

We propose continuous compliance to guarantee that the codebase
stays compliant on each code change using lightweight verifica-
tion tools. Continuous compliance increases assurance and reduces
costs.

Continuous compliance is applicable to any source-code compli-
ance requirement. To illustrate our approach, we built verification
tools for five common audit controls related to data security: cryp-
tographically unsafe algorithms must not be used, keys must be at
least 256 bits long, credentials must not be hard-coded into program
text, HTTPS must always be used instead of HTTP, and cloud data
stores must not be world-readable.

We evaluated our approach in three ways. (1) We applied our
tools to over 5 million lines of open-source software. (2) We com-
pared our tools to other publicly-available tools for detecting mis-
uses of encryption on a previously-published benchmark, finding
that only ours are suitable for continuous compliance. (3) We de-
ployed a continuous compliance process at AWS, a large cloud-
services company: we integrated verification tools into the compli-
ance process (including auditors accepting their output as evidence)
and ran them on over 68 million lines of code. Our tools and the
data for the former two evaluations are publicly available.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software verification; Au-
tomated static analysis; Data types and structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A compliance regime like the PCI DSS [61], FedRAMP [35], or
SOC [4] encodes a set of best practices. For example, all of these
regimes require that data be stored encrypted and that the encryp-
tion used be strong.

Many organizations are required by law, by contract, or by in-
dustry standard to only use software that is compliant with one or
more regime. For example:
• VISA requires companies that process credit card transactions
to use software that is compliant with the PCI DSS (Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard) [80]. PCI DSS certifica-
tion assures card issuers that merchants will safely handle con-
sumer credit card data [61]. Other card issuers have similar re-
quirements [53, 71], and someU.S. states define non-compliance
as a type of corporate negligence for which companies can be
sued [56, 66].

• The U.S. government requires that cloud vendors be compliant
with FedRAMP (Federal Risk and Authorization Management
Program) [35, 78].

• Many customers of software providers expect a SOC (System
and Organization Controls) report [4], which is used to evaluate
how seriously potential vendors take security [2, 42].

When making a purchasing decision, an organization with com-
pliance requirements typically requests an up-to-date compliance
certificate from an accredited third-party auditor, also known as a
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) [21].

A compliance regime is made up of many requirements. For each
requirement, the QSA imposes some control—a specific rule, usually
defined by industry standard, and a process for enforcing that rule.
For example, a QSA might impose the control “use 256-bit mode
AES” for the requirement “use strong encryption.”

A compliance regime may also make requirements about the
process used to create or run the software, such as what data is
logged or which employees have access to data. This paper focuses
on requirements about the source code. Continuous compliance
automates checking of these compliance requirements.

1.1 Problems with manual audits
Currently, the enforcement of source-code controls is primarily
manual: employees of the auditor examine selected parts of the
software to ensure it follows each control. The state of the art suffers
the following problems:
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Cost To sell its product, a vendor must participate in audits—
often multiple times per year to show continuing adherence to
the compliance regime. The vendor must pay the salary of its
internal compliance officers, spend engineering time gathering
evidence, and pay external auditors—often at significant and
rising expense (more than $3.5 million each for a sample of 46
organizations in 2011) [28, 63]. A failed audit can cost millions
of dollars more [34].

Judgment Humans can make mistakes of judgment. Engineers
may provide non-compliant code for audit, which may lead to
expensive failed audits. Auditors may incorrectly certify non-
compliant code—false negatives. Auditors may raise concerns
about safe code—false positives that must be investigated at
further expense.

Sampling Auditors routinely sample randomly from the code
under audit, because it is too expensive to manually examine it
all. The standard reporting format for a PCI DSS audit includes
a section dedicated to sampling procedures [62].

Regressions Audits occur periodically—typically every six or
twelve months. Every code change is a chance for the software
to fall out of compliance. In a study by Verizon’s audit division,
only 52.5% of organizations with an active compliance certifi-
cation passed their re-audit without significant changes [77].

Our goal is to reduce costs, increase assurance and coverage, and
prevent regressions by deploying lightweight verification tools.

1.2 Our approach: continuous compliance
We propose continuous compliance, which runs a verification tool
on every commit to check compliance properties in source code.
More formally, continuous compliance is the process of automat-
ically enforcing source-code compliance controls whenever the
code is changed, such as on every compiler invocation, commit, or
pull request. Continuous compliance is an instance of continuous
testing [67] and continuous integration [16, 32].

Continuous compliance eliminates the need for manual audits
for specific source-code controls, resolving the problems described
in section 1.1. The marginal cost of an audit is negligible, because
auditors accept the results of running the verifier. The opportu-
nity for mistakes is smaller: our tools found dozens of findings
of interest to compliance auditors that all prior approaches had
missed, because the verifier checks the entire codebase. Regres-
sions are caught immediately when they occur, when it is cheaper
for developers to fix them [17]. Even if continuous compliance is
implemented only for some source-code controls, it reduces the
scope of manual audits and makes them easier, cheaper, and more
reliable.

Implementing a system for continuous compliance is challenging.
To be acceptable to auditors, developers, and compliance officers,
the continuous compliance system must be:
• sound: it must not miss defects. If it might suffer a false nega-
tive (missed alarm), then a manual audit would still be required.

• applicable to legacy source-code.
• scalable to real-world codebases.
• simple so that both developers and non-technical auditors can
understand it and interpret its output.

• precise enough to produce few time-wasting false alarms.

1.3 Contributions
There are four main contributions of our work:
• a conceptual contribution: the recognition that source-code com-
pliance is an excellent domain for the strengths and weaknesses
of (some varieties of) formal verification.

• an engineering contribution: we designed and built five prac-
tical verification tools corresponding to common compliance
controls.

• an empirical contribution: we evaluated the verification tools’
efficacy on 654 open-source projects. We also compared them
to state-of-the-art alternatives to demonstrate that only verifi-
cation tools are suitable for continuous compliance—unsound
bug-finding tools are insufficient.

• an experiential contribution: we deployed continuous compli-
ance at Amazon Web Services (AWS). We report the reactions
of developers and auditors to the introduction of continuous
compliance. We believe that this contribution is the most impor-
tant: it is a concrete step toward making verification practical
for everyday developers.

Our key conceptual contribution is recognizing the benefits of
verification tools to compliance auditors. The ideas were not obvi-
ous to compliance officers and auditors. The state of the practice is
manual code examination, and the state of the art is run-time check-
ing. Research roadmaps for improving the certification process do
not even mention source code verification [50, 52, 76]. The ideas
were not obvious to working developers. They believed that formal
verification would require high annotation burden and would pro-
duce many false positive warnings. The ideas were not obvious
to the verification community, who have focused on programmers
(or modelers) rather than other important stakeholders such as
compliance auditors.

Our engineering contributions are modest but non-trivial. We
implemented five open-source verification tools for Java. The five
compliance controls are common to many compliance regimes:
encryption keys must be sufficiently long, insecure cryptographic
algorithms must not be used, source code must not contain hard-
coded credentials, outbound connections must use HTTPS, and
cloud data stores must not be world-readable. We implemented
our analyses as typecheckers, because typecheckers scale well and
are more familiar to developers than other automated verification
approaches such as abstract interpretation, model checking, and
SMT-based analysis.

Our empirical contributions apply these tools to 654 open-source
projects (section 6) and compare them to state-of-the-art tools for
finding misuses of cryptographic APIs on a previously-published
benchmark, with a focus on their suitability for continuous compli-
ance (section 7). Only our tools suffered no false negatives—that is,
they did not miss any real problems.

Our experiential contribution is deploying a continuous com-
pliance system at scale at AWS, as part of its regular development
process. Currently, 7 of its core services with a compliance require-
ment run verification tools on each commit, ensuring continuous
compliance. External auditors accepted our verification tools as
replacements for manual audits for these 7 services (section 8.1).
Both developers and compliance teams are now more receptive to
formal methods than they were before: both AWS and the auditors
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Figure 1: A sample of evidence that the nitor-vault program [79]
only uses 256-bit keys to encrypt data in its source code.

have spoken publicly on how verification has improved their pro-
cess [83]. Security and compliance teams also run verifiers on a
significant fraction of code at the company on a regular schedule—
the most recent run (section 8.2) scanned over 68 million lines of
code and required only 23 type annotations.

2 COMPLIANCECERTIFICATIONWORKFLOW
Section 2.1 describes the state-of-the-art approach for compliance
certification of source-code properties, and section 2.2 describes
our continuous compliance approach. Each subsection highlights
three key phases of the workflow for comparison:
• development of the source code,
• preparation for an audit, and
• review by auditors.
As a running example, consider the industry compliance stan-

dard for AES encryption, which is to use the 256-bit mode. This
rule corresponds to Testing Procedure 3.6.1.b in the PCI DSS [61].

2.1 Traditional audit workflow
While developers develop software, they must keep in mind the
compliance rules and mentally check their code as they write it. Be-
cause compliance failures are very serious, significant code review
effort is also expended toward keeping the codebase compliant.

To prepare for the review, an internal compliance officer re-
quests evidence that the program uses 256-bit keys. Each engineer-
ing team must take time to respond to this request. Typically, the
developers search the codebase for encryption keys, API usages,
and related code. The evidence they provide is screenshots like
fig. 1 or links into their codebase.

At the time of the review, the human auditor randomly samples
these code snippets and checks the selected snippets manually. If the
auditor has a concern about the code, they contact the engineering
team responsible and question them about the code. If the engineers
are unable to satisfy the auditor, then the auditor refuses to certify
compliance. This process is dependent on the auditor’s judgment
and trust in the engineering teams—the auditor only examines a
small part of the code directly.

2.2 Audit workflow with continuous compliance
While developers develop software, they write and maintain light-
weight machine-checked specifications of its behavior. In a case
study at AWS, these specifications consisted of 9 annotations across
107,628 lines of code (section 8.1.1). The verification tool runs on
every commit and, optionally, every time the developer compiles
the code. If the tool issues a warning, the developer examines it. If
the warning is a true positive—that is, the code is incorrect—the
developer fixes the code. If the warning is a false positive, the de-
veloper suppresses the warning and writes a brief explanation as a

Cipher cipher = Cipher.getInstance("AES/ECB/PKCS5Padding");
cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, mySecretKey);
return cipher.doFinal(message);

Figure 2: Code example for encrypting a message. A common com-
pliance requirement is that the algorithm name that is passed to
Cipher.getInstancemust be FIPS compliant [1].

code comment, which creates an easily searchable audit trail in the
code. Suppressing a warning was necessary only once in over 68
million lines of source code at AWS (see section 8).

No action is needed to prepare for a review.
At the time of the review, the auditor rejects the code if the

verification tool outputs any warnings. If developers suppressed
any warnings, the auditor inspects the code near the suppressed
warning (they are automatically searchable). The auditor can also
check the implementation of the verification tool, which is very
short, changes rarely, and is publicly available. In our experience,
auditors are willing to accept that the tool is part of the trusted
computing base, in much the same way that they do not inspect
the compiler.

3 CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE CONTROLS
We have implemented verification tools for the following controls.

3.1 Cryptographic key length
The PCI DSS and other compliance regimes require strong encryp-
tion keys to be used. In practice, a control used for this requirement
is that encryption keys must be sufficiently long. Our analysis han-
dles 4 key-generation libraries.

For javax.crypto.spec, a SecretKeySpec object may be constructed
using a length parameter ≥ 32 (since it is specified in bytes) or a
byte array that is at least 32 bytes long.

For java.security.SecureRandom, the nextBytes(byte[])method must
be passed an array of at least 32 bytes, and next(int)must be passed
an integer ≥ 256. Both methods are often used to generate keys.

For org.bouncycastle.crypto, every KeyGenerationParameters object
must be constructed with a strength argument that is ≥ 256.

For AWS’s Key Management Service (KMS) [19], a data key must
be at least 256 bits long. A client sets the size of the generated data
key by calling methods on a “key request object”:
• call withNumberOfBytes(int) with a value ≥ 32, or
• call withDataKeySpec(String) with the string "AES_256", or
• call withDataKeySpec(DataKeySpec) with DataKeySpec.AES_256.

3.2 Cryptographic algorithms
Another common requirement in compliance regimes is the use

of strong cryptographic algorithms [61]. Figure 2 shows a use of
encryption in Java. A compliance control for this code is that the
string passed into the JCE method Cipher.getInstancemust be on an
allow list from the compliance regime [1, 10].

AWS had previously written a lexical analysis to validate uses
of cryptographic APIs, but it was not sufficient. In figs. 1 and 2, a
literal is the argument to a key-generation routine, but this was
rarely the case at AWS, whose default style guide suggests the use
of static final fields. These fields are not necessarily in the same
class as the method call, and the values can be held in variables and
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passed around the program. Another failed attempt at AWS was to
search for all string literals in the program and reject the program if
any literal string was not on the compliance allow list. This suffered
too many false positives that required human examination, because
different algorithms are permitted for different uses. These issues
motivated the need for a semantic analysis like ours.

3.3 Web requests
PCI DSS requirement 4.1 [61] mandates that communication across
open networks be encrypted; other compliance regimes have similar
requirements. A common control for these requirements is that web
requests be made over HTTPS rather than over HTTP. In practice,
this control is satisfied in Java code by checking that strings passed
to the URL constructor start with “https”. A syntactic check is
insufficient: a URL might be constructed by concatenating several
variables, or might be stored in a field far from its use.

3.4 Cloud data store initialization
Data subject to compliance requirements is sometimes stored in
the cloud. Even if the cloud provider has the appropriate compli-
ance certification, there are often additional controls on how cloud
services are used.

For example, third-party guidelines for HIPAA-compliant use of
Amazon S3 [5, 57], a popular object storage service, include:

• new buckets must not be, and cannot become, world-readable,
• new buckets must be encrypted, and
• new buckets are versioned, so that data is not lost if overwritten.

Enforcing these guidelines requires checking that the correspond-
ing setter methods of the builder used to construct the bucket are
called, and that their arguments are certain constant values.

3.5 Hard-coded credentials
Credentials—passwords, cryptographic keys, etc.—must not be hard-
coded in source code. The PCI DSS has an entire section (§8) devoted
to requirements on passwords [61]. Hard-coded credentials violate
several of these requirements: that passwords must be unreadable
during storage and transmission (§8.2.1) and that credentials not
be shared between multiple users (§8.5).

Our analysis handles these APIs:

• In the java.security package, SecureRandommust not be initialized
with a hard-coded seed. KeyStore’s store and loadmethods must
not use a hard-coded password.

• In the javax.crypto.spec package, these must not be hard-coded:
SecretKeySpec’s key parameter, PBEKeySpec’s password parameter,
PBEParameterSpec’s salt parameter, and IvParameterSpec’s iv pa-
rameter.

3.6 Other controls
Our vision for continuous compliance—that is, automated checking
of source-code compliance properties—is broad. The above are just
a few examples of controls that can be enforced using continuous
compliance. We believe that any compliance requirement currently
controlled by manual audits of source code could be automated
using our proposed approach of lightweight verification tools. The

audit procedure is designed to be tractable for a human unfamil-
iar with the source code, so the property to be checked is usually
simple and local—which both make it likelier to be amenable to
program analysis. Two further examples that we have prototyped
are that data must be encrypted at rest (that is, when stored on disk
as opposed to in RAM) and data must be protected by a checksum.

The procedure to implement a new analysis (which we followed
for the above) is: talk to the auditors, find a check they currently
enforce with manual code audits, then formalize and implement it.

4 TECHNICAL APPROACH
In order to satisfy the requirements of section 1.2, we designed
dataflow analyses to perform verification.

4.1 Dataflow analysis via typechecking
We chose to implement each analysis as a type system. The continu-
ous compliance approach can be instantiated with other automated
verification techniques, such as abstract interpretation or symbolic
execution. We chose type-checking because it was already familiar
to the Java developers at AWS. Type-checking is also modular, fast,
and scalable. Pluggable type-checking is sound [30], and the proof
extends directly to all the type systems in this paper (proofs omitted
for space).

Our implementation uses the Checker Framework [59], a frame-
work for building pluggable typecheckers for Java. Our implemen-
tation handles all Java features, including polymorphism. It per-
forms local type inference within a method body, so developers
write annotations only at method boundaries, where they serve as
machine-checked documentation.

As with any type system, every assignment to a variable must
be from an expression whose type is a subtype of the variable’s
declared type. For example, when a formal parameter type has a
qualifier, it is a type error if any call site’s argument does not satisfy
the given property.

4.2 An enhanced constant value analysis
Our analysis needs to estimate, for each expression in the program,
whether the expression’s value is any of the following:
• single integer value.
• single string value.
• sets of values. For example, an expression might be known at
compile time to evaluate to one of the strings "aes/cbc/pkcs5padding",
"aeswrap", or "rsa/ecb/oaeppadding".

• integer ranges, including unbounded ones.
• estimates of array lengths, and sets of them.
• user-defined enumerated types, and sets of them.
• regular expressions to represent sets of strings, and sets of
regular expressions so users do not need to write disjunctions
within regexes.
A traditional constant propagation and folding analysis [81]

handles the first two features. We use an enhanced constant folding
and interval analysis that handles the third and fourth features [23].
We use an array indexing analysis that handles the fifth feature [44].
We made numerous bug fixes and enhancements to the existing
tools to improve precision. We designed and implemented the last
two features (sections 4.3 and 4.4).
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Table 1: Examples of annotations from [23] that are used by our veri-
fication tool. All annotation arguments are compile-time constants.

Declaration Meaning

@IntVal(42) int x x has exactly the value 42
@StringVal({"a", "b"}) String s s has the value "a" or "b"
@IntRange(from=0, to=9) int x x’s value is in the range [0,9]
byte @ArrayLen(32) [] a a contains exactly 32 elements

Our implementation expresses abstract values as types. For ex-
ample, @IntVal({-1, 1}) is a type qualifier, and the type “@IntVal({-1,
1}) int” represents an integer whose run-time value is either -1 or
1; equivalently, it represents the set {−1, 1}. Table 1 shows the most
important abstractions of the constant value analysis. Our type
systems use and/or extend these abstractions. The type hierarchy
appears in [23, 44]; our extensions fit in naturally.

4.3 Enums
To handle enums, we repurposed the existing handling of strings
(the @StringVal annotation). Our implementation treats the enum
name as the string value. This implementation approach re-uses
existing logic without the need for code duplication.

4.4 Regular expressions
We added a new abstraction @MatchesRegex that expresses a possibly-
infinite set of strings via a set of regular expressions. For exam-
ple [68]:
class Cipher {
static Cipher getInstance(@MatchesRegex({"aes/gcm.*", "rsa/ecb.*"})

String algorithm);
}

The type of the algorithm parameter is @MatchesRegex(...) String, and
it restricts the values that may be passed as arguments.

Subtyping for regular expression types is a hard problem. Sub-
sumption for regular expressions is EXPTIME-complete [69]. Stan-
dard (but not regular) features such as backreferences make even
regex matching NP-hard [26]. Precise subtyping for regular expres-
sion types [33, 37] is as least as hard as these problems. However, we
need a fast, decidable algorithm that is understandable to develop-
ers. Our implementation imposes the following sound, approximate
subtyping relationship (𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are sets of regular expressions):

𝑆1 ⊆ 𝑆2
@MatchesRegex(𝑆1) String <: @MatchesRegex(𝑆2) String

This approximation was always adequate in our case studies.
A type qualified by @StringVal can be a subtype of one qualified

by @MatchesRegex (𝑠𝑘 is a string and 𝑟𝑘 is a regular expression):

∃𝑖, 𝑗 : 𝑠𝑖.matches(𝑟 𝑗)

@StringVal({𝑠1,...,𝑠𝑚}) String
<: @MatchesRegex({𝑟1,...,𝑟𝑛}) String

No other types are subtypes of @MatchesRegex(...) String. If another
type flows to an expression with such a type (including string values
not in the allow list), the tool issues a warning.

4.5 Type inference
We implemented a whole-program type inference tool [24] that
infers types via fixpoint analysis. The Checker Framework imple-
ments local (intra-method) type inference. The type inference tool
repeatedly runs a type-checker, records the results of local type
inference, and applies them to the next iteration. The annotations
are stored in a side file to avoid changing programmers’ source
code. When a fixed point is reached, the user is shown the final
results of type-checking.

For example, consider the following program:

int id(int y) { return y; }
int x = 1;
id(x, ...);

Type inference on the possible integer values in this program would
produce three @IntVal(1) annotations:

• one on the field x, because 1 is assigned to x,
• one on the parameter y, because id is called with x as an argu-
ment, and

• one on the return value of id, because the return value flows
from the parameter

To annotate the above program, our type inference approach
would take three rounds, one for each of the required annotations,
because each is dependent on the previous one. Note that this type
inference approach is sound, because it still runs the verifier on the
annotated code: it has the same interface to the verifier as a human
annotator. By the same token, inference can write overly-restrictive
types, as in the example above (id’s parameter and return type are
annotated as @IntVal(1), but a human would have instead written a
polymorphic specification).

Type inference is useful to auditors who otherwise would be ill-
equipped to reason about source code. It also enables type systems
whose annotation burden would be impractical for a human (see
section 5.5).

5 VERIFYING COMPLIANCE CONTROLS
This section details the verification tools we built to verify that
Java programs are compliant with the controls in section 3. Our
framing of the problem made it simple to express and implement
the dataflow analyses.

5.1 Cryptographic key length
Our key-length typechecker is just an application of our enhanced
constant value analysis.

Any analysis requires a specification of library APIs. This one-
time, manual process is performed by a verification engineer work-
ing with a compliance officer. Once written, the specification can be
re-used until the library interface changes (which is highly unlikely)
or the compliance regime is updated (which is rare).

Figure 3 is the full specification for the KMS API. When these
restrictions on all uses of the API are enforced at compile time, no
data key can be generated that is smaller than 256 bits, meeting the
compliance control in section 3.1. The specifications for the other
libraries of section 3.1 are similar but simpler; fig. 3 is the largest.
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package com.amazonaws.services.kms.model;

class GenerateDataKeyRequest {
withKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") String keySpec);
withKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") DataKeySpec keySpec);
withNumberOfBytes(@IntRange(from=32) Integer numberOfBytes);
setKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") String keySpec);
setKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") DataKeySpec keySpec);
setNumberOfBytes(@IntRange(from=32) Integer numberOfBytes);

}

class GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequest {
withKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") String keySpec);
withKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") DataKeySpec keySpec);
withNumberOfBytes(@IntRange(from=32) Integer numberOfBytes);
setKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") String keySpec);
setKeySpec(@StringVal("AES_256") DataKeySpec keySpec);
setNumberOfBytes(@IntRange(from=32) Integer numberOfBytes);

}

Figure 3: Our full specification for AWS KMS. These library annota-
tions guarantee that the keys KMS generates are 256 bits or more.

5.2 Cryptographic algorithms
Our cryptographic algorithm typechecker is implemented on top
of the enhanced constant value analysis.

We annotated library methods that accept cryptographic algo-
rithms as input, such as javax.crypto.Cipheror java.security.Signature,
with an allow list of accepted algorithm names.

For user convenience, our tool defines @CryptoAllowed as an alias
for @MatchesRegex. @CryptoAllowed behaves identically but makes it
clear to readers that the code is cryptographically relevant.

Our tool has aliases of particular @CryptoAllowed annotations for
each compliance regime. @CryptoAllowedPCI, for example, corresponds
to the requirements of the PCI DSS. Each alias is defined once, by a
cryptography expert and a compliance officer together. A welcome
side effect of centrally-defined allow-listing annotations is that ad-
justing the analysis to changes in compliance requirements is easy:
the regular expressions in the allow list can be updated without
changing any program source code, not even type annotations.

5.3 Web requests
Ourweb request typechecker is a simple extension to constant value
analysis that introduces a new annotation. @StartsWith("x") is syntac-
tic sugar for @MatchesRegex("x.*"). For example, @StartsWith("https://")
matches "https://www.foo.com" but not "foo" or "http://www.foo.com".

5.4 Cloud data store initialization
To prove that a new Amazon S3 bucket is properly initialized, two
kinds of facts are necessary:
• setter methods for the required properties on the Bucket or

BucketProps builder object must have been called, and
• the arguments to the setter methods must be certain constants.

For example, to show that a bucket is versioned, the versioned(boolean)

method must be called, and its argument must be true.
For the former, our analysis must track the set of methods that

have definitely been called on the builder object, and check that the
required methods are all included in the set when build is called.
An accumulation analysis [45], a restricted form of typestate anal-
ysis [73] that does not require a whole-program alias analysis for

soundness, can verify that all required methods are called on a
builder. We used the implementation from [45] and wrote specifi-
cations for Bucket and BucketProps.

Our enhanced constant value analysis handles the latter.

5.5 Hard-coded credentials
We implemented a dataflow analysis (similar to taint tracking [39])
to track the flow of manifest literals through the program. The
sources in our taint analysis are manifest literals in the program
text (strings like "abcd", integers like 5, byte arrays like {0xa, 0x1},
etc.). The sinks are calls to the APIs in section 3.5. The typechecker
enforces that manifest literals do not flow to the sinks.

Our type system has two type qualifiers:
• @MaybeDerivedFromConstant is the type of any manifest literal, and
of any expression into which a manifest literal might flow. For
example, "abcd" and x + 1 have this type.

• @NonConstant is the type of any other expression in the program.
It is the default qualifier, meaning that an unannotated type
like String actually means @NonConstant String.

@NonConstant is a subtype of @MaybeDerivedFromConstant. Thismeans that
a program may assign a non-constant value to a variable whose
type is qualified with @MaybeDerivedFromConstant, but not vice-versa.

5.5.1 Using whole-program type inference. This taint-tracking type
system requires substantially more user-written annotations than
the preceding constant-propagation type systems, because many
variables and values in programs are derived from constants.

In general, type inference for taint-tracking is difficult, because a
human must first locate all the sources and all the sinks. In our case,
however, the sources can be identified automatically (manifest liter-
als in the program), and the sinks are known ahead of time (the APIs
listed in section 3.5). The inference tool (section 4.5) can therefore
determine whether each program element might have been derived
from a constant, without the need for human intervention—that is,
all required annotations can be derived automatically.

6 CASE STUDY ON OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE
To permit reproduction, we open-sourced our tools [6, 7, 18, 58]
and applied them to open-source software. The scripts and data
used for sections 6 and 7 are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3976221.

6.1 Methodology
For each API mentioned in section 3, we searched GitHub for
projects that contain at least one use of the relevant API. We used
all projects for which running a standard Maven or Gradle build
task (mvn compile or gradle compileJava) in the root directory succeeds,
under either Java 8 or Java 11.

Running our tool requires supplying a -processor argument to
each invocation of javac. We augmented do-like-javac [43] for that
purpose. It first runs the build system in debug mode and scans
the logs for invocations of javac. Then, it replays those invocations,
with the -processor command-line argument added, in the same
environment—for example, after other build steps that compilation
may depend on. Sometimes, replaying the build is not success-
ful; this is reported as “infrastructure error” in table 2. The most

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3976221
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3976221
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Table 2: Our verification tools, run on open-source projects that use
relevant APIs. Ver is verified projects. TP is projects with true pos-
itives, but no false positives. T&FP is projects with both true and
false positives. FP is projects with false positives, but no true posi-
tives. IE is “infrastructure errors”: projects on which do-like-javac
fails. TO is timeouts (1-hour limit). Total is the total number of
projects. The LoC column omits infrastructure errors and timeouts.
Throughout, LoC is non-comment, non-blank lines of Java code.

API Ver TP T&FP FP IE TO Total LoC
Key Length 27% 22% 12% 9% 8% 23% 78 373K
Crypto. Algos. 19% 42% 8% 3% 11% 17% 237 2.4M
Web Request 56% 6% 13% 6% 0% 19% 16 6K
Cloud Data 21% 68% 0% 5% 0% 5% 19 5K
Credentials 26% 15% 15% 22% 15% 7% 304 3.0M
Total 157 176 77 82 78 84 654 5.7M

24% 27% 12% 13% 12% 13% 100%

common reasons are that the project’s custom build logic is not
idempotent, there are no observable javac commands, or the project
uses javac options that are incompatible with the -processor flag.

To fully automate the process, we ran all verifiers with whole-
program inference (section 4.5) enabled. We set a timeout of one
hour. Our verifiers are fast, but inference might not terminate. Our
typecheckers contain widening operators to prevent infinite ascend-
ing chains, but do not contain corresponding narrowing operators.
In some cases, inference therefore introduces an infinite descending
chain, leading to a timeout.

We manually inspected each warning issued by each verifier, and
classified it as a true positive (a failure to conform to a compliance
requirement) or a false positive (a warning issued by the tool that
does not correspond to a compliance violation). We counted crashes
and bugs in the Checker Framework as false positives.

6.2 Findings
Table 2 shows the results. The key takeaways of our study were:
• Much open-source software, in its default configuration, con-
tains compliance violations. Compliance officers should review
open-source software before it handles customer data.

• Most warnings were true positives. A major attraction of un-
sound bug-finding tools is that they tend to have low false-
positive rates, but our sound verification tools do reasonably
well (see section 7 for a direct comparison to bug-finding tools).

The majority (72%) of false positives are issued by the credentials
checker. The relatively high rate of false positives from this checker
is due to the limitations of the type inference tool (section 4.5):
it cannot always infer the appropriate type qualifiers for type ar-
guments (Java generics). Any time it is incorrect, the credentials
checker issues a false positive.

6.3 Example compliance violations
Figure 4 shows two examples of compliance violations:
(a) An HSM (Hardware Security Module) simulator [38] uses the

DES encryption algorithm. An HSM is a physical device used
for managing encryption keys. Practical brute-force attacks
against DES were public knowledge as early as 1998 [31].

if (sCommand.contains("#S#>")) {
SecretKey sk_w_key_VNN = new SecretKeySpec(b_w_key_VNN, "DES");
...

}

(a) An example use of an insecure encryption algorithm.

private static final String KEY = "j8m2gnzbvkavx7c2a94g";
...
byte[] keyBytes = KEY.getBytes("UTF-8");
MessageDigest sha = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-1");
keyBytes = sha.digest(keyBytes);
SecretKeySpec secretKeySpec = new SecretKeySpec(keyBytes, "AES");

(b) An example use of a hard-coded key.

Figure 4: Example compliance violations our checkers found.

(b) A command-line email client [70] uses a hard-coded key. The
SecretKeySpec thus generated is used to encrypt user passwords,
a major security risk.

The maintainers of these projects might not consider these com-
pliance violations to be bugs, because they might not care about
whether their projects are usable in contexts that require compli-
ance certification, such as education, healthcare, commerce, or gov-
ernment work. However, if these projects were to be used in such
contexts, each compliance violation would be a serious concern.

7 COMPARISON TO OTHER TOOLS
We compared our tool to previous tools for preventing misuse
of cryptographic APIs. Previous tools do not warn about short
key lengths or misuse of cloud APIs, so our evaluation focuses on
selecting cryptographic algorithms, hard-coded credentials, and the
use of HTTP vs. HTTPS. The developers of CryptoGuard [65] have
developed a microbenchmark set of misuses of cryptography, which
they call CryptoAPIBench [3]. Their paper evaluates CryptoGuard
against SpotBugs, Coverity, and CogniCrypt𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑇 . We repeated
their experiments, and extended them to include our verification
tools, for the subset of their evaluation that our tools cover (11/16
categories of cryptographic misuse). We evaluated on two versions
of the benchmark: the original and a version whose labeling of safe
and unsafe code reflects compliance rules.

7.1 Tools compared
We compared our verifier to four state-of-the-art tools that detect
misuses of cryptographic APIs.
• SpotBugs [25] is the successor of FindBugs [8], a heuristic-based
static analysis tool that uses bug patterns. Some bug patterns
relate to cryptography. It is heavily used in industry. We used
two versions of SpotBugs, configured differently: the standard
desktop version 4.0.2 (SpotBugsD), and version 3.1.12 config-
ured with the ruleset from the SWAMP [74], which contains
additional security bug patterns (SpotBugsS). For both versions,
we only enabled warnings in the SECURITY category.

• Coverity [13] is a commercial bug-finding tool. We used Cover-
ity’s free trial in April 2020 for the experiments in this section.
They provided no version number.

• CogniCrypt𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑇 [47] is a tool that checks user-written specifi-
cations (in the custom CrySL language) consisting of typestate
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Table 3: Comparison of tools for finding misuses of cryptographic
APIs, on relevant parts of CryptoAPIBench.

Spot- Spot- Cover- Cogni- Crypto- This
BugsD BugsS ity Crypt Guard paper

Original Labeling
Precision - 0.46 0.67 0.69 0.86 0.78
Recall 0.0 0.24 0.29 0.66 0.93 1.0
Compliance Labeling
Precision - 0.69 1.0 0.79 1.0 0.97
Recall 0.0 0.32 0.38 0.61 0.88 1.0

properties, required predicates, forbidden methods, and con-
straints on method parameters using synchronized push-down
systems. We used CrySL version 2.7.1 for these experiments,
with the included JCA rules.

• CryptoGuard [65] is a bug-finding tool augmentedwith a slicing
algorithm to allow it find more bugs. Its design emphasizes
maintaining a low false positive rate while scaling to realistic
programs. We built CryptoGuard from source code [22].

These tools were designed to prevent misuse of cryptography1, not
to support the compliance certification process. These two goals are
related—both aim to reduce the number and cost of vulnerabilities
that occur in the wild—but lead to different design choices:
• Bug-finding tools like the above four tools aim for low false
positive rates (high precision, or high confidence that each
reported warning is useful), even at the cost of false nega-
tives (unsoundness) [40]. By contrast, automated compliance
requires verification—no false negatives. Given an unsound
tool, the code would still need to be audited by hand in case the
tool missed an error. Put another way, auditors prefer sound
approaches over manual examination, and they prefer manual
examination over unsound tools.

• Compliance requirements can be stronger than typical devel-
oper guidelines. For example, section 3.1 describes the compli-
ance requirement to use a 256-bit key. None of the above tools
implements this check, so (to avoid disadvantaging those tools)
we did not use it in our comparison.

7.2 Results
Table 3 shows the results of the comparison. Precision and recall
are defined identically to CryptoAPIBench [3]. Our numbers differ
from [3] slightly because we used newer versions of the tools. Only
our verifier achieves 100% recall; the other tools are unsound.

From a compliance perspective, CryptoAPIBench misclassifies
some unsafe code as safe:
• CryptoAPIBench labels 19 unsafe calls in unexecuted code,
similar to fig. 5, as safe.

• CryptoAPIBench’s “insecure asymmetric encryption” require-
ment allows any RSA algorithm, so long as the key is not 1024
bits. Our compliance controls also specify the padding scheme
because there are published attacks against the default padding
scheme used by Java [14]. CryptoAPIBench labels 11 calls to
Cipher.getInstance("RSA") that use the default padding as safe.

1The tools also have other capabilities, but our evaluation focuses on this aspect of
their functionality.

public SecretKey getKMSKey(final int keyLength) {
GenerateDataKeyRequest request = new GenerateDataKeyRequest();
if (keyLength == 128) {
request.withKeySpec(DataKeySpec.AES_128);

} else {
request.withKeySpec(DataKeySpec.AES_256);

}
// set other parameters...
GenerateDataKeyResponse response = awsKMS.generateDataKey(request);
...

}

Figure 5: Code from a service with a code path that could have been
used to generate a 128-bit key.

The “compliance labeling” in table 3 reclassifies these calls to reflect
compliance rules.

Overall, the results show the promise of sound approaches to
detecting and preventing program errors, such as misuses of cryp-
tography, with high precision while maintaining soundness.

8 CASE STUDIES AT AWS
We performed two case studies at Amazon Web Services (AWS).

In the first case study, 7 teams with a compliance requirement
ran the key-length verifier (section 3.1) on each commit. If the veri-
fier fails to prove compliance, their continuous delivery process is
blocked. This case study shows that the verifier is robust enough
to be deployed in a realistic setting, and that developers and com-
pliance officers see enough value in it to opt into a verification tool
that could block deployment.

In a second case study, we ran both the key-length verifier and
the cryptographic algorithm verifier as part of large-scale security
scanning infrastructure. This second case study shows that both
verifiers can be easily integrated in an automated system, and that
they produce high-quality findings.

8.1 Continuous delivery case study
This case study investigates whether a) compliance officers care
about the output of our verifier, and b) developers accept a verifica-
tion tool as part of their continuous integration. Some key findings
of this case study were:
• The verifier reports no warnings on any of the core AWS ser-
vices that were subject to compliance requirements.

• Old manual audit workflows missed compliance-relevant code.
• Using verification tools saved time and effort for developers.
• Developers who were initially skeptical of formal verification
technology were convinced of its value by our tool’s ease of
use and effectiveness.

8.1.1 Results. The key-length verifier was easy to use. Develop-
ers had to write only 9 type qualifiers in 107,628 lines of code: 3
@StringVal annotations, 4 @IntVal annotations, and 2 @IntRange anno-
tations. The tool issued only 1 warning that the compliance officers
did not consider a true positive. This was an easy decision for them:
the code was manifestly not compliance related. We determined
that it was caused by the Checker Framework’s overly-conservative
polymorphic (that is, Java generics) type inference algorithm [54].

While running the verifiers, developers found several services
that were compliant but error-prone or confusing. As one example,
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consider the code in fig. 5. This code can generate a 128-bit key,
but its clients never cause it to do so. A developer verified this
fact by changing the type of the keyLength parameter from int to
@IntVal(256) int and running our verification tool. It verified every
client codebase, proving that the keyLength == 128 codepath is not
used. Without a verification tool like ours that can run on each
commit, the presence of such code paths, even if unused, is danger-
ous: a developer might change client code, or write new client code,
without considering the compliance requirement. Our tool allows
developers to discover unsafe code paths, and also to be certain
that they are not being used when they are discovered.

At the time of writing, the continuous integration job has run
1426 times and has issued a warning 3 times, each of which was
quickly fixed. The small number of failures is probably because
most developers run it on their local machines before committing.
We do not know how many of those local runs have revealed a
problem with the code.

Another discovery while typechecking was that four services
had provided incomplete evidence to auditors: the evidence did not
cover every part of their codebase that generated encryption keys.
Developers explained that they had not realized that those parts of
the code were compliance-relevant. By contrast, our verifier checks
all of the code. The external auditors were particularly excited by
this finding: one said that “it eliminates a lot of the trust” that
auditors previously needed to have in engineering teams to provide
them with complete evidence.

External auditors were excited to be on the cutting edge of au-
tomation for compliance: they can advertise as providing higher
assurance than other auditors, and their costs go down. The AWS
internal compliance officers can continuously monitor compliance
via continuous integration jobs triggered on every commit.2

AWS encourages its customers, and providers of third-party
services, to use these tools [83].

8.1.2 Developers’ reactions. We began rolling out our verification
tools to compliance-relevant services at AWS in September 2018.
To our surprise, we encountered little resistance as we began the
rollout—the first team we contacted immediately integrated the
key-length verifier and enabled it in their continuous integration
process, and then canceled themeetingwe had scheduledwith them.
These early-adopting developers told us that they were frustrated
by compliance’s ongoing cost: gathering evidence is an irritating
distraction from their regular work.

Other engineering teams are also convinced. Each team saves
time by not having to prepare for audits. One developer told us,
“The Checker Framework solution is a great mechanism and step
toward automating audit evidence requests. This has saved my
team 2 hours every 6 months and we also don’t have to worry
about failing an audit control.” (The 2-hour savings is per team,
per control, for the developers alone.) The effort of onboarding a
project to use a verification tool is less than the engineering cost of
providing evidence for the very first audit, not to mention savings to
compliance officers and the external auditor. After that, the savings
accumulate.

2They set up a second CI service, so that compliance is monitored even if the engi-
neering team were to disable the verifier in their CI setup.

Table 4: Running the key length and crypto algorithm verifiers at
AWS. The key length verifier is only run on packages that use the
specific library routine. The crypto algorithm verifier is run on a
subset of all Java code at AWS.

Key length Crypto algorithms

Verified, no annotations 215 packages 37,077 packages
Verified, annotations 23 packages 0 packages
True positive warning 15 packages 158 packages
False positive warning 1 package 0 packages
Total 254 packages 37,235 packages

8,481,188 LoC 68,416,620 LoC

8.2 Scanning-at-scale case study
In the second case study, a security team ran two of our verifiers
(key-length and crypto algorithms, sections 5.1 and 5.2) on code
beyond what needs to be audited. This case study demonstrates that
our approach requires few developer-written annotations and that
warnings often reveal interesting issues. Our verifiers are integrated
into a system that scans a set of highly-used packages on a fixed
schedule. Findings of these scans are reported to security engineers
and triaged manually. The security team is interested in analyzers
that report security-related findings that can be triaged without
in-depth code knowledge, and that have a signal-to-noise ratio that
is manageable by a security engineer.

Table 4 categorizes each package into one of four categories:
Verified, no annotations: The verifier completed successfully

without any manually written annotations. If subject to a com-
pliance regime, these codebases would be verifiable without any
human onboarding effort.

Verified, annotations: The verifier initially issued an error on
these codebases. After writing one or more type annotations in the
codebase, the verifier succeeds. If subject to a compliance regime,
these projects would be verifiable with human onboarding effort. In
23 cases (once in each of 23 packages), the call to a key generation
library was wrapped by another method; a developer had to write
one annotation to specify each wrapper method. Because type-
checking is intraprocedural, an annotation must be placed where
relevant dataflows cross procedure boundaries or enter the heap.
The typechecker issues a warning if a needed annotation is missing.
Thus, developers can use the tool to identify these locations. Note
that developer-written annotations are checked, not trusted. The
only trusted annotations are those for libraries (e.g., fig. 3).

True positive: The verifier issued an error that corresponds to
a compliance violation, if that codebase were to be subjected to
a compliance audit. The key length verifier found 15 instances of
code that used 128-bit keys. The crypto algorithm verifier found
158 uses of weak or outdated crypto algorithms. AWS’s internal
compliance officers confirmed that none of these codebases were
actually subject to audits. All true positives were examined by a
security engineer to ensure that the findings were correct and that
no production code was affected. The crypto algorithm verifier
received positive feedback from security engineers since it is easy
to configure and outperformed an existing text-based check that
was running in the scanning infrastructure.
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False positive: The verifier issued an error, indicating that it
cannot prove a property. Manual examination determined that the
code never misbehaves at run time, but for a reason that is beyond
the capabilities of the verification tool. The key length verifier
reported 1 false positive: the key length was hard-coded correctly,
but was loaded via dependency injection, which our verifier does
not precisely model.

We computed the compile-time overhead of using our tools. We
randomly sampled 52 projects using the key length verifier and 87
projects using the cryptographic algorithm verifier from those in
table 4. We recorded their run time with and without our tools. On
average, our tools increased the full compile time for the project
from 51 to 134 seconds (2.6×). As part of a continuous integration
workflow, developers found this overhead acceptable.

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Our verification tools check only some properties; a program they
approve might fail unrelated compliance controls or might contain
other bugs. It does not check native code, and a verified program
may be linked with unverified libraries. It has modes that adopt un-
soundnesses from Java, such as covariant array subtyping and type
arguments in casts. Like any implementation, it may contain bugs.

Our sample programs may not be representative. We mitigated
this threat by considering over 70 million lines of code from a
variety of projects, but it is all Java code.

10 LESSONS LEARNED
Verification is a good fit for compliance. A key contribution of

this work is the observation that source-code compliance is a good
target for verification. Existing compliance controls are informal
specifications that are already being checked by humans. These
properties are relatively simple. Yet, the domain is mission-critical.
Though researchers have struggled to make verification appealing
to developers, we have discovered another customer for verification
technology—compliance auditors.

Because controls are designed to be checked by a human un-
familiar with the source code, most are amenable to verification.
There are two properties of compliance controls that make them
more verification-friendly:

• the controls are usually local, so that a human can check them
quickly.

• the controls are usually simple, so that a human without in-
depth knowledge of the code can check them.

Both of these properties make it more likely that a given control
can be automated. We believe that any compliance property that is
currently checked by manual examination of source code can be
automated.

Does someone else ever have to read the code? Compliance certifi-
cation is an example of a code reading task: someone other than the
developer examines the code to check for a specific property. Other
code reading tasks are also amenable to automation. For example,
checking the formatting of code is another code reading task which
has already been automated.

Using verification tools changes developer attitudes. This work
has had a significant effect in changing attitudes toward verifica-
tion. Developers and compliance officers started out skeptical of
formal methods, but now they are enthusiastic. Equally importantly,
developers on teams not subject to compliance requirements are
observing their peers using verification. The adoption of new tech-
nology is fundamentally a social process [41], and social pressure is
an important factor influencing whether security tools are adopted
by practitioners [82]. We believe that simple, scalable techniques
are both a research contribution and the best way to widely dis-
seminate formal verification. We encourage other researchers who
are interested in impact to deploy their tools in ways that reduce
developers’ workload by eliminating existing tasks that developers
must perform regularly.

Verification can save time for developers. When developers con-
sider using verification technologies in isolation, they must trade
off developer time (to write annotations, run the verification tool,
etc.) against improved software quality. The developers we worked
with at AWS are busy, and some were initially skeptical of verifica-
tion. They believed that a formal verification tool would have two
serious costs3:
• Developers would have to spend a lot of time annotating the
codebase before seeing benefits from the tool.

• The verification tool would issue false positives that would
waste engineering time to investigate, then rewrite the code or
the annotations.

These fears were grounded in experience with formal verification
tools like OpenJML [49] that are designed to prove complex proper-
ties. Because developers must already do the work to certify their
software as compliant, they found the introduction of verification
to automate that task a welcome change. Rather than verification
becoming an extra task for them, verification replaced an existing,
unpleasant task. We encourage other verification researchers inter-
ested in impact in practice to use verification to replace existing
tasks developers must perform.

Move other non-testing task to continuous integration. In much the
same way that continuous integration improves software quality
by running tests more frequently, continuous compliance increases
the confidence of auditors that compliance is maintained between
audits.We believe that researchers should explore whether there are
other software-adjacent tasks that can bemoved into the continuous
integration workflow, as we have done for compliance using our
verification tools.

Verification is useful for stakeholders other than programmers.
Compliance auditors are a non-traditional customer of verification
technology. Nevertheless, we found that auditors readily accepted
verification and that it fit well into their workflow. Compliance,
like verification, is concerned with soundness—the cost of a failed
audit is astronomical, especially for a company like AWSwith many
customers who must remain compliant themselves. This similarity
in thinking and goals between compliance and verification made
our success possible. We encourage other verification research

3The developers were not concerned about code clutter; they were used to the benefits
of annotations from using tools like Lombok, Guice, and Spring.
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interested in impact in practice to investigate other stakeholders in
the correctness of software besides the developers themselves.

11 RELATEDWORK
Practitioners and researchers recognize the current limitations of
manual compliance audits, and they are actively seeking improve-
ments. We classify previous work into manual approaches, testing,
run-time checking, and static analysis.

Manual. The industry-standard approach to code-level compli-
ance is manual examination. There has been some work on improv-
ing the current manual audit approach by simplifying the software
inspection process [55]. By contrast, our approach aims to replace
parts of the manual process with an automated one.

Testing. Most previous research on source-code level compliance
has aimed to apply automated or semi-automated testing [11, 36,
72, 76]. Automated tests reduce costs and prevent mistakes made
while manually executing the tests (but not those in designing and
implementing the tests). However, tests are still incomplete: tests
can show the presence of defects, but not their absence.

E-commerce merchants who must be compliant with the PCI
DSS can use an Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV) to automatically
certify that their websites meet some parts of the PCI DSS. Recent
work [64] has shown that extant ASVs are unsound and mis-certify
many vulnerable websites in practice. Further, most (∼86%) mer-
chant websites have one or more “must-fix” vulnerability, showing
the need for sound verification tools like ours.

Run-time checking. A recent approach is “proactive” compliance,
which is analogous to run-time checking. Even if run-time checks
are exhaustive and correct, a violation causes the program to crash.
Research in this area aims to improve run-time performance and
retain interoperability with uninstrumented code [15, 51, 52].

Static analysis. To our knowledge, our work is the first to use au-
tomated, sound static analysis (lightweight verification) for source-
code compliance properties like those described in section 3.

A recent literature review split compliance automation into three
categories: retroactive (i.e. log scanning), intercept-and-check (i.e.
at run time, check operations for compliance), and proactive (which
they describe as like intercept-and-check, but with some precom-
putation to reduce the run-time burden) [52]. They do not mention
sound verification. Ullah et al. describe a framework for building an
automated cloud security compliance tool [76]. Their framework
does not include sound static analysis per se, but does have a place
for ASVs, which they regard as best-effort bug finders. Recent work
on designing a cloud service which could be continuously compliant
did not consider using a verification tool to achieve that goal [50].

Formal methods like process modeling have been applied to
compliance problems, especially in safety-critical domains such as
railway [12] and automotive systems [9]. The COMPAS project [27]
is a collection of formal approaches to business process modeling
applied to compliance. Kokash and Arbab modeled processes in the
Reo language and analyzed them for compliance [46]. Tran et al.
developed a framework for expressing compliance requirements in
a service-oriented architecture [75]. These approaches are comple-
mentary to ours. They check properties about a process or about a
model of the system, but they give no guarantees about its source
code or its implementation.

There is a wealth of specification and verification work that is
not related to compliance requirements. Pavlova et al. developed
a technique for inferring JML annotations that encode security
policies of JavaCard applets [60]. Their approach utilizes the JACK
proof assistant, so it is neither automated nor usable by workaday
programmers or auditors. Furthermore, the security policies they
check do not overlap with the requirements of compliance regimes.

Our work assumes cooperation between a developer and an
auditor. A similar assumption is made by the SPARTA [29] toolkit
for statically verifying that Android apps did not contain malicious
information flows, which posits a hypothetical high-assurance app
store. We address a different domain—compliance—and we report
on wide-scale, real-world usage.

Analyzing uses of cryptography APIs. Most (90% or more) Java
applications that use cryptography misuse it [20], and most (>80%)
security vulnerabilities related to cryptography are due to improper
usage of cryptographic APIs [48]. CogniCrypt𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑇 [47] is a tech-
nique based on synchronized push-down systems for finding unsafe
uses of cryptography APIs. CryptoGuard [65] is a heuristic-based
tool based on program slicing for finding unsafe uses of cryptogra-
phy APIs. We compare to both in section 7.

12 CONCLUSION
Compliance is an excellent domain to show that verification tools
are ready for real-world deployment to solve real-world problems,
especially to developers who might otherwise be skeptical of the
value of verification. Lightweight verification tools like typecheck-
ers are a good fit for compliance: they provide much higher assur-
ance than either manual audits or unsound bug-finding tools, at
lower cost. Sound verifiers can be narrowly scoped to individual
properties like compliance controls. This makes them simple to
design and implement. It also maintains a low annotation burden,
making them as easy to use as unsound bug-finding tools.

Our experience shows that verification scales to industrial soft-
ware at AWS, and that the business derived significant value from
our efforts. As long as verification automates work they are already
doing, developers are enthusiastic about adopting it.

We look forward to a future in which verification technology is
widespread—both for compliance and for correctness. Our tools—
running in production at AWS for a large cohort of real developers,
saving them time and effort—are a step towards that goal.
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